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Abstract 
This paper concerns algebraic one-parameter subgroups of GA,(k), the group of k-algebra 
automorphisms of the polynomial ring in n variables over a field k: R, = k[X,, . . . ,X,1. These 
subgroups are of the form exp(tD) (t E k), where D is a locally nilpotent derivation of R,. The 
rank of D is defined, this reduces to the usual notion of rank when D is a linear derivation. 
A characterization is given of all rank 1 derivations. In addition, the rank of D is used to give 
two criteria for the triangulability of certain actions induced by D (Propositions 2 and 3). These 
criteria are used to show the existence of tame non-triangulable actions in dimension 4 or 
greater. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14 L 30 
1. Introduction 
Assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let R, = 
k[X1, . . . , X,] denote the polynomial ring in n variables over k, and let GA,(k) denote 
the group of automorphisms of R, as a k-algebra, or what is the same, the group of 
algebraic automorphisms of affine n-space A” over k. Any element of GA,(k) has the 
form F = (F,, . ..) F,), where each Fi E R,. The q’$ne subgroup of GA,(k) is 
Af,(k) = {F E GA,(k) 1 deg Fi = 1 Vi>. 
Those elements F of Af,(k) with Fi(0) = 0 for each i form the linear subgroup GL,(k). 
The triangular subgroup M,(k) of GA,(k) is 
{FEGA,(k)IFi=aiXi+fi,aiEk*,~Ek[X1,...,Xi_1],i=l,...,n}. 
The tame subgroup is that generated by A&(k) and B&(k), and is denoted T&(k). 
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When n = 2, the well-known structure theorem for GA2 (k) asserts that GA,(k) is the 
amalgamated free product of Af,(k) and BA,(k) along their intersection; see for 
example [2]. In particular, every element of GA,(k) is tame. For n 2 3 it is not known 
whether the inclusion TA,(k) c GA,,(k) is proper; it is, however, known that T&(k) is 
not the amalgamated free product of Af,(k) and &4,(k) along their intersection. 
This paper deals with algebraic actions of G, (the additive group of k) on A”. Let 
p : G, x A” + A” denote such an action. Then p is triangulable if the corresponding 
one-parameter subgroup {pr 1 t E k} is conjugate to a subgroup of B&(k). Popov [S] 
has given the following criterion for triangulability. 
Lemma 1. If p : G, x A” + A” is an algebraic action of G, on A” which is triangulable, 
then the variety ofjxed points of pr is for each t a cylindrical variety, i.e., isomorphic to 
Z x A’ for some a&e variety Z. 
In particular, the variety of fixed points of a triangulable action can have no isolated 
singularities. 
While Popov’s criterion is a necessary condition for triangulability, it is not sufficient. 
That is, there exist non-triangulable actions having cylindrical 6xed point sets. (Exam- 
ples of such appear in the proof of the Corollary to Proposition 3 below). It is the 
primary aim of this paper to give additional criteria for triangulability. In particular, 
Proposition 3 is a partial generalization of Popov’s criterion in the following sense: it 
gives more precise information about the fixed points, but only in codimension one. 
2. Locally nilpotent derivations 
A k-derivation D of R, = k[X1, . . . , X,] is said to be locally nilpotent if, for each 
f E R,, there is an integer s 2 0 such that D”f = 0. Any locally nilpotent derivation 
D on R, gives rise to an algebraic action of G, 2 k on A” in the following way: given 
t E k, the mapping 
exp(tD) = c $Dm 
In20 . 
is a well-defined automorphism of R,, i.e., (exp(tD) 1 t E k} is an algebraic one-para- 
meter subgroup of GA,(k). Conversely, it is not hard to see that every algebraic action 
of G, on A” arises in this way (c.f. [7]). 
Given a locally nilpotent derivation D on R,, we can construct additional deriva- 
tions in the following two ways. If h E ker(D), then (hD) is again locally nilpotent, since 
(hD)” = h”D”. Likewise, given a E GA,(k), (aDa- ‘) is again a locally nilpotent deriva- 
tion of R,, since (aDa-‘)S = (aD’a_l), and the Leibniz rule is easily checked. More- 
over, conjugation commutes with the exponential map: exp(aDa-‘) = a(exp D)a- ‘. 
Note that D is completely determined by the images DXi, 1 I i I n, so D is often 
specified by the polynomials DXi. Note further that D is locally nilpotent iff there 
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exists s with D”Xi = 0 for each i. In a slight abuse of terminology, a derivation D will 
be called linear if D( V) c V, where V is the linear span of Xi, . . . , X,; in this case, D is 
locally nilpotent iff D 1 y is a nilpotent linear operator on I/. Likewise, D is triangular if 
DXiEk[Xl,..., Xi_ J for 2 I i I n, and DX1 E k. Note that any triangulable deriva- 
tion on R, is necessarily locally nilpotent. 
The following fact is well known. 
Lemma 2. Let D be a locally nilpotent derivation on R, = k[X1, . . . ,X,1. 
(a) ker(D) = {f~ R,)Df= 0} is precisely the set of jixed polynomials Rf = 
{fER,IexptD(f)=fVtEk}. 
(b) D is triangular ifS{exp(tD) 1 t E k} c M,(k). 
3. Rank 
Recall that fe R, = k[X1, . . . , X,] is a variable if there exist fi, . . . , fn E R, such that 
R,=W_f&..., f.]. (Equivalently, th ere exists c1 E GA,(k) such that a(X,) =f.) In 
this case, f, fi, . . . , f. will be called system of variables in R,. 
Let D be a locally nilpotent derivation on R,. Define the corank of D by 
corank(D) = max{ j I 3 system of variables fi, . . . , f. s.t. fr, . . . , fj E ker(D)}. Clearly, 
0 I corank(D) I n, and corank(D) = n iff D = 0. Define the rank of D to be 
rank(D) = n - corank(D). 
Lemma 3. If D is a locally nilpotent derivation on R, which is linear, then rank(D) 
equals the rank of D as a vector space map on V = (XI,. . . , X,,). 
Proof. Let the rank of D as a vector space map on V equal (n - s) for some 
s I n. Set S = ker(D). Since D is linear, DXi is, for each i, a k-linear polynomial 
in X1, . . . . X,,. In particular, D is a homogeneous derivation, i.e., if R, = BaezRt,,) 
is the usual grading on R,, then DRCd, c RCd+lj for all d and for some integer 
1. Homogeneous derivations have the property that, if DF = 0 
for FER,, and if F=F,+ ... + F1 + F0 is the decomposition of F into homo- 
geneous summands, then DFi = 0 for each i = 0, 1, . . . ,d. 
Now suppose there exists a system of variables vi, . . . , v, in R, such that 
v1 ,..., v,ES(mIn). Let v*=(vl ,..., v,) denote the corresponding automorphism 
of A”. Further, let Aj denote the linear homogeneous summand appearing 
in Vj (1 I j I n). By the aforementioned property, Ri, . . . ,A,,, E S. Moreover, 
3, i, . . . ,A, is also a system of variables in R,, since these polynomials define 
the isomorphism of the tangent space at the origin induced by v*. But this implies 
that the rank of D I y as a vector space map is at most (n - m), and thus m I s. 
Hence, any subsystem of variables of R, contained in S contains at most s 
elements. 0 
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Proposition 1. (Restriction/extension principle). If D is a locally nilpotent derivation 
onR,=k[X1,..., X,,] which restricts to a derivation on R,_ 1 = k[X1, . . . ,X,_ J, then 
OX,, E R,- 1. 
Proof. By local nilpotency, there is a least integer s 2 0 such that 
degx_(D”“X,) < deg,“(DSX,) . (1) 
Set N = degxn(D”X,) 2 0, and write D*X, = I?=‘=, ciXk (ci E R,_ 1, cN # 0). Then 
DS+lXn = 5 (iciX;-‘DX, + (Dci)Xi), 
i=O 
(2) 
If deg,“(DX,) > 1, then (2) shows that D ‘+lX, contains a non-zero X,-term of 
degree greater than N, contradicting (1). Therefore deg,_(DX,) I 1. Write 
DX, = (aIX, + b,) for al, bI E RnmI. Set a0 = 1 and b. = 0. Then inductively we 
obtain, for all j 2 0, 
D”+‘X za. X +b. n J+l " J+~ foraj+i = ajal + Daj, bj+l = ajb, + Dbj. 
NOW suppose aj+ 1 = 0 for some j 2 0. Then ajar + Daj = 0, implying that either 
aj = 0 or aj divides Daj. However, [8, Proposition 1.21 shows that D can have no 
non-zero “eigenvalues”, hence Daj = 0. Therefore aj aI = 0 as well, i.e., aj = 0 or 
al = 0. So inductively we obtain the condition: 
a,=Oforsomem21 * al=O. (3) 
But by local nilpotency, D”X,, = a,X, + 6, = 0 for m >> 0, which implies a,,, = 0 for 
m >> 0. By (3), therefore, al = 0, so DX, = bl E R,_ 1. 0 
An immediate consequence of the preceeding result is the following. 
Corollary. Up to change of coordinates, every locally nilpotent derivation D of rank 1 on 
R,isoftheform D=h.a/ax,,forsomeh~k[X~,...,X,_~]. 
Example 1. In [7], Snow considers the triangular derivation D on k[X, Y, Z] defined 
by DX = 0, DY = X2, and DZ = (1 - XY). (In Snow’s notation, x3 = X, x2 = Y, 
and x1 = Z.) Define polynomials 
then Dg = 0 and Ds = 1. Moreover, the map v = (X, g, s) is a version of the well- 
known automorphism of Nagata (which can be found in [6]), so these three poly- 
nomials constitute a system of variables in k[X, Y, Z]. Consequently, rank(D) = 1. In 
fact, D = v(a/aZ)v-‘, i.e., the one-parameter subgroup defined by D is conjugate to 
the group of translations pt = (X, Y, Z + t). 
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Lemma 3 above tells us that rank(D) behaves “linearly” when D is linear. In sharp 
contrast to the linear case, the following result shows that the rank can actually drop 
when D is extended to higher dimension. 
Lemma 4. Let D be any locally nilpotent derivation on R, = k[X1, . . . ,X,1, and extend 
DtoDonR,,,= R,[W] via DW = 1. Then rank(D) = 1. 
Proof. Let Do be the extension of D to R,, 1 via Da W = 0. Then ( - WDO) is also 
locally nilpotent on R,+ 1, and therefore the polynomials 5 = exp( - WDa)(Xi) 
(i = 1, . . . . n), together with W, form a system of variables in R,+ 1. It can be checked 
directly that Df = 0 for each i = 1, . . . , n. 0 
4. Triangulability 
Proposition 2. Suppose D is a locally nilpotent derivation on R, = k[X1, . . . ,X,1, and 
set S = ker(D). 
(a) Zf rank(D) = n, then the G,-action on A” induced by D is not triangulable. 
(b) Zf rank(D) = (n - l), and ifs contains a non-constant irreducible non-variable h, 
then the G,-action on A” induced by (hD) is not triangulable. 
Proof. We first prove (b) by contradiction. Let rank(D) = (n - l), and let h E (S - k) 
be an irreducible non-variable. Suppose that for some c1 E GA,(k), 
{a(exp(t. hD))a-’ 1 t E k) c B&(k). Then for each t, 
a(exp(t.hD))a-’ = exp(a(t.hD)a-‘) = exp(t.a(h).aDa-‘)E B&(k). 
By Lemma 2 above, the derivation a(h).(aDa-‘) is triangular. In particular, 
a(h).(aDa-‘)(X1) E k and a(h).(aDa-‘)(X2) E k[X,] . 
Since a(h) is not in k, aDa-’ = 0, i.e., a- ‘(X1) E S. Thus, rank(D) = (n - 1) implies 
a- ’ (X2) is not in S. Consequently, aDa_ ‘(X2) # 0, and it follows that a(h) E k[X,]. 
Now a(h) is irreducible (since h is irreducible), and therefore a(h) = aXl + 
b (a E k*, b E k), But then h = a-‘(ax1 + b) is also a variable, contradicting the 
assumption. Hence, no such a exists, i.e., the action induced by D is not triangulable. 
We now prove (a). Let rank(D) = n. Replacing h by 1 in the argument above, we get 
the statement 
aDa-l(Xl)=c and aDa_‘(Xz)=p(X1) (cEk,p(X1)Ek[Xl]). 
If c = 0, then D annihilates the variable a- ‘(XI), which is impossible. If c # 0 and 
p(Xl) = CoiXf(oi E k), define 
P(X,) +&)x:“. 
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Then D annihilates the variable a-r(Xz - P(X,)), which is also impossible. Therefore 
D is not triangulable. 0 
The reader should note that, in dimension 2, it is known that any algebraic 
G,-action on AZ is triangulable (c.f. [7]). In dimension 3, Bass [l] first exhibited 
a non-triangulable algebraic one-parameter subgroup of GA,(k). Popov [S] generaliz- 
ed Bass’ construction to obtain non-triangulable actions in every dimension n 2 3. In 
particular, a locally nilpotent derivation D is defined having the property that exp(tD) 
fixes the hypersurface in A” defined by a non-degenerate quadratic form (for all r); 
since such a hypersurface has an isolated singular point, Popov’s criterion implies that 
this action is non-triangulable. 
In what follows, a class of examples of non-triangulable actions in dimension 3 is 
constructed; the action constructed by Bass occurs when a = b = 1. 
Example 2. Given integers a, b 2 0, define a triangular derivation A on the ring 
R = k[X,Y,Z] by 
AX=O, AY=X”, AZ= -(b+l)Yb. 
Then ker (A) = k[X, h], where h = X”Z + Y b+l. Moreover, rank(A) = 2 if a 2 1 and 
b 2 1, and rank(A) = 1 if a = 0 or b = 0. This is seen as follows. 
The kernel of A may be explicitly calculated using the algorithm of van den Essen 
found in [8]. Implementation of this algorithm shows that ker(A) = k[X,h], as 
claimed. (The reader should note that the algorithm is effective only when the kernel of 
the derivation is finitely generated as a k-algebra. It is known, however, that in 
dimension three, the kernel of a locally nilpotent derivation is always finitely gener- 
ated; see, for example, [4].) 
If a 2 1 and b 2 1, then rank(A) = 2: for if rank(A) = 1, then by Proposi- 
tion 1 above, there exist fi, fi, g E R such that R = k[ fi, fi, g] and 
S = ker(A) = k[fi,fi]. Thus, R = k[f,,f,][g] = k[X,h][g] = k[X,h,g]. But this 
would imply h is a variable in R, which is not when a 2 1 and b 2 1 (since, for 
example, the surface defined by h is singular in this case). 
On the other hand, if a = 0 or b = 0, then rank(A) = 1: When a = 0, h = 
(Z + Yb+‘) and k[X, Y,Z] = k[X, Y,Z + Yb+l]; and when b = 0, h = (Y + X”Z) 
and k[X, Y,Z] = k[X, Y + X’Z,Z]. 
Proposition 2 may now be applied to the derivation D = hA on k[X, Y,Z]: Since 
h = (X’Z + Y b+ ‘) is an irreducible non-variable when a 2 1 and b 2 1, the action on 
A3 induced by D is not triangulable when a 2 1, b 2 1. 
It should be noted that the foregoing examples differ from the examples of Bass and 
Popov in two primary ways: First, they arise by considering the kernel of a non-linear 
derivation A (i.e., D is not of the form ZL for L linear and z E ker(L)). Second, the fixed 
point set in A3 of the corresponding one-parameter subgroup contains no isolated 
singularities when a 2 2 and b 2 1. 
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A closer look at the proof of Proposition 2 shows that, given D of rank (n - i) and 
h E ker(D) (1 I i I n, h not constant), if the action induced by (hD) is triangulable via 
a E GA,(k), then a(h) E k[Xi, . . . , Xi]. Consequently, h is a polynomial in i variables, i.e., 
there exists a system of variables fr, . . . , f. E R, with h E k [ ft, . . . , fi]. Geometrically, 
this implies that, if Y(h) is the zero-locus of h in A”, then Y(h) z Z xA”-~ for some 
variety Z of dimension (i - 1). In particular, each irreducible component of the 
singular locus of V(h) has dimension at least (n - i). We thus obtain the following. 
Proposition 3. Let D be a locally nilpotent derivation of R, = k [X,, . . . , X,] having rank 
m (1 I m < n), and let S = ker(D). Suppose thatfor some h in (S - k), the G,-action on 
A” induced by (hD) is triangulable. Then V(h) c A” is isomorphic to Z x A” for some 
variety Z of dimension (n - m - 1). Consequently, every irreducible component of the 
singular locus of Y”(h) has dimension at least m. 
Remark. The variety V(h) in the above proposition is the union of certain irreducible 
components of the variety of fixed points of the action on A” induced by (hD) [S, 
Lemma 23. In this sense, Proposition 3 generalizes Popov’s criterion for the type of 
action described in the proposition. Note further that the conclusions of Propositions 
2 and 3 can be summarized in the following way: If pr = exp(tD) is a triangul- 
able algebraic action of G, on A”, then any hypersurface H contained in the variety of 
fixed points of pt is isomorphic to Z x Am, where m = rank(D). Moreover, if 
rank(D) = (n - l), then every irreducible component of H is a coordinate hyperplane 
(i.e., defined by a variable). 
Corollary. For n 2 4, there exist tame algebraic one-parameter subgroups of GA,(k) 
which are not triangulable. 
Proof. A particular example will be constructed for R, (n 2 4). On R,_ t, define 
a locally nilpotent derivation A by A (Xi + 1) = iXi (1 5 i 5 n - 2) and AX, = 0: 
0 0 ... ... 0 
1 0 ... ... 0 
\o 0 -a. (n-2) 0 I( 
Xl 
X-1 . 
Then by Lemma 3, rank(A) = (n - 2), and h = (X,X, - Xf) E ker(D). 
Now extend A to d on R, via AX,, = 0. Then h E ker(&) as well, and 
rank(b) = (n - 2). Define D = h - a. By a theorem of Smith [S], the one-parameter 
subgroup associated with any derivation obtained in this way is a tame subgroup of 
GA,(k). 
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On the other hand, in A” the singular locus of Y(h) is isomorphic to Ane3, so 
dim Sing r(h) = (n - 3) < (n - 2) = rank(D). 
By Proposition 3, therefore, the action on A” induced by D is not triangulable. 0 
This leaves open the following question. 
Question 1. Is every tame one-parameter subgroup of GA,(k) triangulable? 
If the answer is “Yes”, then the one-parameter subgroups constructed in Example 
2 are necessarily non-tame. 
Example 3. Set 1 = (Y, 2,X) E G&(k), and define a, p E M,(L) by 
cr=(X,Y,Z+(X3- YZ)), /.?=(X,Y +x2,z+(x3+$xY)). 
If y = &/?L-‘, then y is given by 
y=(X+ZZ,Y + Z3 + jXZ,Z - Y2 + X(X2 - 3YZ) + tZ2(3X2 - SYZ)). 
Viewing y as an automorphism of A3, the fixed-point set of y is the cuspidal cubic 
defined by the vanishing of Z and (X3 - Y’), and this curve has an isolated singularity 
at the origin. Consequently, we see by Popov’s criterion that y is a non-triangulable 
element of GA,(k). (Popov’s criterion appiles not only to one-parameter subgroups, 
but also to individual elements of GA,(k)). H owever, using the method employed by 
Hubbers in [3, Section 5.23, it can be shown that y # exp(D) for any locally nilpotent 
derivation D on L[X, Y,Z]. 
This example is of interest for another reason as well. Since y is an automorphism 
ofA3, y may be viewed as a birational map of P3 (projective 3-space) by completing A3 
to a P3. As such, there are generally points of the plane H = (P” - A3) along which 
y fails to be defined. These points form the base locus of y. It has been suggested that 
perhaps every tame automorphism of A3 has base locus consisting of a union of lines 
on H (since this is true for the triangular automorphisms). However, the base locus 
of y consists of a line and a conic, defined by the vanishing of the polynomial 
Z2(3X2 - 8YZ) on H. 
In conclusion, the following additional question is posed. 
Question 2. Does every locally nilpotent derivation D on R, = k[X1,. . . ,X,,] (n 2 2) 
annihilate a variable? That is, is rank(D) always less than n? 
It is known that D always annihilates some non-constant polynomial; see, for 
example, [7]. 
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